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Key Features of Red Giant Magic Bullet Suite : Complete Color Control-every color in your shot can be changed using the Color Control panel, which provides the ability to adjust saturation, exposure, and tint.
One-click Expressions-the drag-and-drop Quick Expression tool lets you paint on your footage with up to 32 steps of color. Create and apply trans-effects-add keyframes to your shot and instantly see the effects
on it. You can even change the effect while playing through the timeline. Complete color correction-complete color correction or keying out highlights or shadows is effortless with the Mercury playback tool. This
feature also lets you copy and paste previously edited areas of your video, no matter where it was located. Beautiful luminance-The Luminance panel provides the ability to move your brightness, contrast, and

saturation using sliders. You can easily correct an image using tools like miniaturize, stretch, flip, rotoscopy, etc. Intelligent audio-record audio directly to the timeline without the need for sound effects. Add
transparency to entire footage-use the layer editor to add a new layer. Then use the Free Transform tool to control the position of the layer or apply effects to it. You can even create stunning motion graphics

elements and have them animate through your project. Simple motion effects-video overlays and transitions are like a dream, using the single click of the motion effects and placeholders. Add in motion presets
like Fly, Bouncy Ball, and Waterfall, and you have an entire stock library to choose from. Just start editing!-Rodeo integrates all of Red Giant's most popular products - including Resolve, Lightroom and After

Effects - into a single interface. It's as easy as turning on your camera and hitting "Go!".
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HD Pro is a simple but powerful video converter
and editor software. It allows you to convert
videos between various popular formats. The

entire package is well designed so that it can be
used even by the beginners. The application is

amazingly user-friendly, so that even the
newcomers to the industry can make use of the
features easily. The HD Pro is fully featured and

offers a lot of tools that make the editing
process easy. There are no complicated

configuration and installation processes. The
application consists of multiple features that

make it truly unique. It does not only provide to
convert videos from one format to another but
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also lets you edit the video the way you want.
You can easily replace or add even a single part

in the video in a quick way. The Final Cut Pro
can be considered to be the ultimate complete

video editing software. It offers a great
combination of features, which are a lot to

choose from. The available features are not only
limited to editing, but also to exporting and
encoding as well. The most advanced and

reliable audio and video software, this software
can be used by anyone. The great thing is that it

is a complete package of all the tools to make
you a professional. If you wish to edit and

combine videos to make a full HD video, then
this software is the tool to use. The Final Cut Pro

can support Final Cut Pro X, Final Cut Server,
and OS X 10.8.5 users. Magic Bullet Color is a

plug-in that lets you solve specific colour
management issues that may have already

come across in your raw footage. It supports all
popular camera formats and video codecs and

has easy to use wizards to help your users
quickly learn how to work with it. Once their
footage is prepared, you can optimize that

footage for maximum quality and share it to the
world! 5ec8ef588b
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